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Automatic parking is an autonomous car-manuevering system that moves a vehicle from a traffic lane into a parking spot to perform parallel, perpendicular, or angle parking. The automatic parking system aims to enhance the comfort and safety of driving in constrained environments where much attention and experience is required to steer the car.

Automatic parking - Wikipedia
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This book presents a unified treatment of many different kinds of planning algorithms. The subject lies at the crossroads between robotics, control theory, artificial intelligence, algorithms, and computer graphics.
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Smart Home Technologies Automation and Robotics Motivation Intelligent Environments are aimed at improving the inhabitants’ experience and task performance. Automatic functions in the home provide services to the inhabitants. Decisions coming from the decision maker(s) in the environment have to be executed.

Robotics - CSE SERVICES

A multi-agent system (MAS or "self-organized system") is a computerized system composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents. Multi-agent systems can solve problems that are difficult or impossible for an individual agent or a monolithic system to solve. Intelligence may include methodic, functional, procedural approaches, algorithmic search or reinforcement learning.

Multi-agent system - Wikipedia

UASs have drawn significant attention in both civilian and military aspects, due to that they have vast prospects in Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) applications with less cost and more flexibility rather than manned aircraft. Thus, aviation agencies around the world have encountered such a novel sort of aircraft that needs to share the sky with manned aviation.

Sense and avoid technologies with applications to unmanned ...
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本团队的主要研究方向:飞行机械臂等无人搬运系统的自主驾驶,机器人的环境感知与认知,地面机器人与无人机协同感知与操作,混合自主系统协作等。 招收NRSL团队成员要求:
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Undergraduate Study. The Department of Mechanical Engineering (MechE) offers three programs of undergraduate study. The first of these, the traditional program that leads to the bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering, is a more structured program that prepares students for a broad range of career choices in the field of mechanical engineering.
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Department of Mechanical Engineering < MIT
To obtain coherence and depth in these humanities and social science electives, at least six credits must be at the 300-level or higher. While a course grade of C- or higher is preferred, up to 10 credits with a D or D+ grade will be accepted.

Mechanical Engineering < Johns Hopkins University
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